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iOS 16 Beta
iOS and iPadOS 16 Beta is available to users as well as developers, so you
should test your app's compatibility and release any needed updates.
Developers should continue compatibility testing, watch for feedback from
Beta users. Start early testing with targeting iOS 16. Notify SDK and library
developers of any issues.

For a list of new features, visit:
https://www.apple.com/ios/ios-16-preview/features/

The final release is expected in September.

You can get and test the Beta through Apple’s developer portal: 
https://developer.apple.com/support/install-beta/

https://www.apple.com/ios/ios-16-preview/features/
https://developer.apple.com/support/install-beta/
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New features
iOS 16 brings a lot of quality-of-life improvements and introduces a completely
new way of authentication, as well as several other security improvements. For
developers, take notice of the new lock screen widgets and the new authenti-
cation method - Pass Keys.

Lock Screen Improvements

Choose to display a set of widgets as part of your Lock Screen to glance at
information about the weather, time, date, battery levels, upcoming
calendar events, alarms, time zones and Activity ring progress. Developers
can also create custom widgets to be placed here using the same UI as
the one on the iWatch.

Widgets on the Lock Screen

Live Activities help you stay on top of things that are happening in real
time, right from your Lock Screen. Live Activities API allows developers to
add this functionality to their apps (follow a live game score from the lock
screen for example).

Live Activities

Introduced in iOS 15, Focus Mode is a customizable do-not-disturb mode
that allows users to set different permissions for apps and contacts. In
iOS 16, it is expanded with additional features like Automatic Suggestions
and Focus Screens. Developers can react on this using the new Focus
filter API to show only important content when in this mode.

Focus Mode Improvements
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Apple pay and Wallet

AShare your ID information in apps that require identity and age 
verification. Apps will only request information needed to complete the 
transaction. You will be able to review this request and your data will be 
shared only after authorization with Face ID or Touch ID.

When you check out with Apple Pay, you can now split your Apple Pay
purchase into four equal payments over six weeks. Track what you owe
and when you owe it in Wallet.

One of the biggest new security features is the introduction of Passkeys
that aim to replace password authentication in the whole Apple
ecosystem. They will eliminate the threat of phishing attacks and website
leaks as the authentication happens on the device only and the passkey is
not passed around. For developers, this is a new feature that will be very
useful for apps targeting the newest iOS/iPadOS version, guide for
adopting passkeys.

ID cards supported in apps 

Pass Keys

Apple Pay Later

Read more

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/authenticationservices/public-private_key_authentication/supporting_passkeys?language=objc
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Pasteboard permission

Apps need your permission before
accessing the pasteboard to paste
content from another app. This
permissions dialog will appear only if
the app tries to access the
pasteboard without the user’s
intention or interaction. The dialog
won’t be shown if:

§ User intentionally pastes from a 
long-press menu

§ User uses shortcut cmd+v

§ Your app uses the new 
UIPasteControl

Media Streaming 
Improvements

Stream video directly from devices
that support non-AirPlay streaming
protocols without having to provide
Bluetooth or local network
access permission.

Grapid Security Response

Get important security improvements
to your devices even faster. These
improvements can be applied
automatically between standard
software updates.

Privacy and Security
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A lot of improvements are coming with the new iOS, including new APIs, a 
new message control system, enhanced testing for in-app purchases, 
benchmarks in analytics and more. For a detailed list of new features click 
on link.

The App Intents framework offers a programmatic way to make your app’s
content and functionality available to system services like Siri and the
Shortcuts app. For a complete overview and implementation click on link.

Easily build widgets and make them available in iOS, iPadOS, and macOS
using the WidgetKit framework and the widget API for SwiftUI. Now
supports the Lock Screen widgets and Live Activities.

In-app purchase

WidgetKit

App Intents

iOS Tech Report 7

Read more

Read more

For Developers

https://developer.apple.com/app-store/whats-new/
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/AppIntents
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Xcode Cloud is now available to all Apple Developer Program members. A
continuous integration and delivery service built into Xcode and designed
expressly for Apple developers.

Read more

The new Xcode version has multiple improvements, aimed at reducing
build times and archive sizes. The size of Xcode itself is 30% smaller than
before as well. Projects build are up to 25% faster thanks to improved
parallelism in all build and link phases.

§ The new multiplatform target creates a single SwiftUI interface
for use across iOS, iPadOS, macOS, and tvOS

§ Smarter code completion and additional dynamic snippets will
get you the code you want more quickly

ARKit 6 introduces 4K video so you can capture stunning, high-resolution
videos of AR experiences - perfect for professional video editing, film
production, social media apps, and more. Video and capture capabilities
are expanded with support for HDR video and high-resolution
background image capture. ARKit 6 also brings Location Anchors to new
cities, such as Montreal, Sydney, Singapore, and Tokyo, and it features
improvements to Motion Capture.

Read more

Xcode Cloud

ARKit 6

Xcode 14

https://developer.apple.com/xcode-cloud/
https://developer.apple.com/augmented-reality/arkit/
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MacOS Ventura
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Mac OS Ventura is expected to be released around September/
October. Currently it’s at beta 5. Apple’s focus with this version of
macOS is on user productivity and device usage handoff. The 2 biggest
changes for users are Stage Manager and Continuity Camera. Also,
Passkeys are coming to macOS as well.

Changes at a glance
§ Stage Manager for organizing apps and windows
§ Continuity Camera to use your iPhone as a webcam
§ Updates to Safari and Mail
§ Undo send, edit, and mark as unread in Messages
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Changes for developers
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§ On portable Mac computers with Apple silicon, new USB and
Thunderbolt accessories require user approval before the
accessory can communicate with macOS for connections wired
directly to the USB-C port. This doesn’t apply to power adapters,
standalone displays, or connections to an approved hub. Devices
can still charge if you choose Don’t Allow.

§ AppTransaction allows developers to cryptographically verify if the
app was purchased on the App Store.

§ The recentSubscriptionStartDate property is included in
Product.SubscriptionInfo.RenewalInfo. It represents the date
that marks the start of the most recent period of continuous
subscription.

§ Present the offer code redemption sheet with the 
offerCodeRedemption (isPresented:onCompletion:) view 
modifier in your SwiftUI apps.

§ The StoreKit Messages API allows you to control when App Store
messages are displayed in your app.

§ Read the requestReview environment value to get an instance of
a RequestReviewAction. Then, call this instance to request to
display a review prompt from your SwiftUI apps.

§ There’s a change to the implementation of the msdos and exfat file
systems. Apps that check for those specific file system formats
might not detect them.

§ Many additional Bluetooth and USB game controllers are
supported by the Game Controller framework on macOS 13, iOS
16, and tvOS 16.

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/storekit/apptransaction
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/SwiftUI/EnvironmentValues/requestReview
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/storekit/requestreviewaction
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Changes for developers
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§ All StoreKit APIs are now annotated for sendability and main actor
isolation.

§ You can now place a TextField in an Alert by using alert modifiers
that accept a ViewBuilder.

§ For Control, Section, or other views that have a Label, the
ViewBuilder content now automatically arranges and styles multiple
views as hierarchical elements, such as title and subtitle. If the label
views are intended for horizontally arrangement rather than
a hierarchical, wrap the views within an HStack.

§ A TextField supports multiline text. Use a Axis.vertical axis on a text
field to allow rendering of multiple lines in contexts like forms,
where text is expected to be short to medium length. For long-
form text editing, continue to use a TextEditor.

§ A list supports Section footers.

§ When presenting a sheet or window, SwiftUI now uses focus state
bindings to determine where focus should be placed by default.
Clients can specify a custom binding assignment using the new
View.defaultFocus (_:_:) modifier.

§ Applying View.focusable(false) to a container now also disables
focus for the container’s contents.

§ An alert presented using an Error displays as a critical alert, which
shows a caution symbol with the app icon overlaid.

§ Lists and tables automatically support type-to-select using the first
Text content in each cell.

§ Windows created using SwiftUI no longer have a maximum size by
default. The user can resize them to fill the screen. To enforce a
maximum size, use the .windowResizability(.contentSize) modifier.

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/storekit
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/SwiftUI/Axis/vertical
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/SwiftUI/TextEditor
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App Store
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Relaxation to ‘Reader’ Apps

§ Apple stated that app developers could
now email alternative payment method-
related information to users and
developers can also redirect users to
their website via the App Store to pay or
manage subscriptions and accounts. This
will help developers in evading the 30%
mandatory commission. Notably, these
changes will apply only to “reader apps.”
This includes apps like Netflix and Spotify,
providing subscriptions for newspapers,
books, videos, etc. This change is already
in effect.

§ Apps, offering paid online group services,
must use Apple’s in-app purchase
system. Valid from June 30th.

§ Apps must offer easy account deletions -
the account deletion option should be
easy to find in your app. If your app
offers Sign in with Apple, you’ll need to
use the Sign in with Apple REST API to
revoke user tokens when deleting an
account. It’s insufficient to only provide
the ability to temporarily disable or
deactivate an account. People should be
able to delete the account along with
their personal data. Valid from June 30th.

Apple App Store 
Policy changes

iOS Tech Report 14
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App must “include sufficient
content in the binary for the app
to function at launch” is no longer
in the App Review guidelines.

Rule 4.2.3 removed Rule 5.3.3 removed

Read full historyRemoved Rules

”Restriction for users from buying
lottery or raffle tickets or initiating
fund transfers in an app” is no
longer in the App Review
guidelines.

“Restriction for lotteries and
charitable donations in code that’s
not embedded in the binary” is no
longer in the App Review
guidelines.

Rule 4.7 removed Rule 2.5.4 removed

Apple no longer requires apps
using location background mode
to remind users that doing so
“may dramatically decrease battery
life.”

App, that use the new WeatherKit (Apple’s own weather service), have to follow
the attribution requirements provided in WeatherKit’s documentation.

Rule 5.2.5 added

Added Rules

https://www.appstorereviewguidelineshistory.com/
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This page contains an overview of all submissions, which can be clicked on for
more details.

In-app events and CPPs can now be submitted for review without a new app
version release.

Dedicated app review submission page

Submitting items without a new app 
version release

iOS Tech Report 16

Changes in how 
developers submit apps

Different items, such as Custom Product Pages, In-app events, Product Page
Optimization tests, and new app versions can now be submitted
together. However, the review will not be approved unless all submitted items
are accepted.

.

Group multiple items in a review submission

Appstore Connect
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iPadOS 16
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You iPad will become even more functional with tools designed to boost productivity
and collaboration.

Apple's new iPadOS 16 is a multitasker's dream

Apple is focusing on offering
"desktop-class apps" essentially
bringing features you already use
on Mac to the iPad.

"The versatility of iPad makes it
great for so many things and a
big part of that is apps“ - said
Craig Federighi, ever so astutely.

Apple seems to want to ensure
that iPad is a powerful second
screen or external display, working
in tandem with your Mac.

A "reference mode" will "help
create accurate color matching
so it can be used as a separate
display for Mac."

.

iOS Tech Report 18

A few things to know:

Reference mode is available exclusively with the 12.9-inch M1 iPad Pro since it 
requires the Liquid Retina XDR display to accurately display colors.
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A brand-new app called Freeform coming later this year will boost
collaboration. Integrated with FaceTime and iMessage, Freeform will empower
users to start a collaborative session with family, friends, or colleagues in real-
time. Freeform boards are like virtual blank canvasses that are "flexible and
limited only by your imagination". They host shared docs, photos, videos, PDFs,
weblinks, and more for real-time collaboration. Real-time collaboration allows all
participants to view others’ contributions as they add content and make edits.

Apple is also adding collaboration features in apps like Safari and Keynote that
will make collaborating with others as simple as sharing a link

.

A few things to know:

The new Stage Manager feature announced for MacOS is also coming to iPad to
bring "multitasking on iPad to a whole new level". But Stage Manager will be
available only on the latest iPad Air and the 11-inch and 12.9-inch iPad Pros
with M1.

Stage Manager allows you to switch between different tasks, organize apps, and
view everything you're doing on a single screen. It will also allow you to "drag
and drop windows from the side" or open them from the Dock. Stage Manager
arranges your current apps into a strip on the left side of the display for quick
access.

.

Up to four windows can be opened in a
Stage Manager view, and iPhone-only
apps can be opened in smaller
windows.

.
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A few things to know:

§ Other highlights include an updated gaming experience that leverages
the iPad's M1 chip to download in the background, so you can
multitask while the download completes. The Game Center is also
getting a leaderboard.

§ Previously announced features like a shared photo library, tab
groups, passkeys, and an update to mail are on their way in iPadOS 16.

§ iPad is getting a Weather app! With just a tap, users can see the
most important weather information, or explore maps to check
precipitation, air quality, and temperature. Users can also be notified
when a severe weather alert is issued in their area or check the air
quality using a color-coded scale. WeatherKit is also coming for
developers to tap into the Weather app's features.

§ Apple has confirmed that iPadOS 16 will launch in fall, but this is no
surprise as it releases a new version every year.

§ However, some sources suggests that the release of iPadOS 16 could
be pushed to October. The delay is down to several reasons. One of
them is that an October release would line up better with the release
of the new iPad Pro and entry-level iPad. It gives Apple a little bit longer
to test out issues with Stage Manager, the new iPad multitasking
interface that’s particularly buggy in current beta builds.

Stage Manager will also allow iPad
users to add an external display that
supports resolutions up to 6K. This
allows users to arrange a workspace
with up to four windows on the iPad
and four windows on the external
display for a total of eight.

.
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